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this is the second in a series of crack uploads related to the rayon, a complex i have been working on since my first rayon post. this crack is a modest revision of the first, and includes the central computer, update, and sound. the rayon
is included as a special bonus. the crack is for patch 1.31. the crack is compatible with a subset of the original game and should produce a rayon with the same name as the original. the crack is written in c and perl, and was tested with a
variety of linux distributions and unix-like platforms. (it failed to run under vms 7.2.) i welcome comments on this crack. it is not my intention to get this crack on the aod servers, or to try to get into any crackfights. installation the crack
is available at . the executable is named rayon with the --update switch. how it works the rayon is a self-contained game, and the game is essentially the same whether run on the original or the crack, except that the latter will not crash

when certain conditions are met. (these are the actual conditions, in code.) the game starts with a few instructions that put the screen into a "cracking" mode. then a scene is loaded that contains a scene number. the first scene is an
introduction. the second scene shows the final building of the crystal structure. the game is primarily a driving game. if the game is running on the original, the instructions are as follows: if (scene == 1) { initialize(); loadscene(1); } if the
game is running on the crack, the instructions are as follows: if (scene == 1) { initialize(); loadscene(1); } if (scene == 2) { setsdlump(); loadscene(2); } if the game is run on the crack, the c code will cause the game to crash. the c code
that causes the game to crash is not yet included in this crack. if you want to try it, you will need to download the source code and build it yourself. the c code that is included in this crack is included in the game's source code, but it is

not yet commented out. development notes this crack has been developed in several stages. the first stage was a simple, but functional, version of the rayon.
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Dr. Zoidberg's head is on the main screen as people are walking through the city. When asked why it was on the screen, Zoidberg tells them that the cable carrying the main picture is broken. As Leela and the others enter the apartment,
Zoidberg begins chattering and playing the piano. Leela then tells Zoidberg that she is very happy for him because he is on television. Zoidberg starts to whine and has a fit like a three-year-old over the attention, telling Leela that the

real reason he is on television is because he has nothing to do. They realize that he would do anything to get attention and that he is still the same Zoidberg, just one with a television head on it. Cryostasis takes place in 1981 on a
nuclear ice breaker called the North Wind, which has become shipwrecked near the North Pole. The main character, Alexander Nesterov is a Russian meteorologist who must investigate what happened onboard the ship. But hes not
alone and the North Wind is now plagued by dead crewmen who have undergone a bizarre metamorphosis due to the effects of the incredibly cold climate. Alexander must try to unravel the mystery of the ship captains death and

discover whether it was the cold or, possibly, something far more sinister. [1C Company] We now know that all seven billion of the human race can be seen as the descendants of Fry's parents. Some of these people exist in different
genetic lines than Fry, Zoidberg, and Bender, which makes them different. In their different lines, some have brown eyes or blond hair while others have dark brown eyes or black hair. Most of Fry's descendants live in the U.S.A., while

some live in Canada, Europe, and other parts of the world. Each person has a story, a reason why they're here. 5ec8ef588b
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